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Abstract. Smart mobility relates to the ability of integrating technology into
transportation. When considering the transition to a greener mobility paradigm,
several key elements of smart and sustainable dimensions have to be addressed.
To allow outlining more efficient transportation solutions, current exploratory
research presents and discusses a dedicated prospective conceptual framework. In
this research, the discussion is supported by empirical data collected via a ded-
icated exploratory survey. The prospective framework structure and dimensions
were approached in order to derive the focus from mere technical features, but
also considering the final users’ perspectives and needs, so that its acceptability
can be more effectively promoted. The main findings of this study are related to
the greening effect of smart mobility, which allowed foreseeing increased benefits
from integrating smart and sustainable solutions to improve mobility.
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1 Introduction

Smart and electric mobility are closely intertwined, as they both use digital-based solu-
tions to improve the transportation of people and goods. Nonetheless, it is widely
accepted that these alternative mobility solutions can be more sustainable than current
internal combustion-based solutions, these are still far from comprising the sustainability
goals envisaged by the World Commission on Environment and Development [1].

Smart mobility [2] can be defined as the ability of the movement associated with
technology. To foster a greener mobility paradigm [3], several key elements of smart
and sustainable dimensions have to be considered and addressed, so that more efficient
transportation solutions can be outlined and promoted. To such end, current research
uses a qualitative research methodology to better understand the end-users’ perceptions
and points of view on the subject, thus contributing to an immersion into the specifics
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and identifying important patterns and inter-relationships regarding the sustainability
characteristics of smart mobility.

Current study uses a holistic approach to perceive and foster efficiency improvements
of a future greener mobility paradigm based on smart and interconnected solutions. This
approach focuses not only on environmental protection and the reduction of environmen-
tal impacts, but also integrates the environmental aspects with the socio-economic issues
with the technology level. The final prospective framework aims at attaining the identifi-
cation of the key drivers of smart mobility that contribute and enhance the sustainability
dimensions of a greener mobility paradigm.

2 Literature Review

Mobility can be rightly considered a basic human need [4]. Among current literature,
it is possible to find increased recognition in the sustainability transitions regarding the
significance of mobility in the transformation of transportation [5]. This allows for pro-
moting interactions between people and enables an efficient exchange and transportation
of goods and materials [6].

Smart mobility is a broad and complex concept. Nonetheless, to allow for identifying
its importance and potential for current, and future society, this can be defined as the
ability of the movement associated with technology [2]. A holistic overview of the smart
mobility ecosystem instead of valuing partially any of its many dimensions may help
perceiving, and better understanding, the many interconnections that occur between the
digital and physical worlds [6].

2.1 Smart Mobility Ecosystem

The smart mobility ecosystem allows identifying and discussing many of its dimensions
and strengths [7]. Considering this approach, it is possible to highlight the increase in
efficiency related to smart mobility, the positive effect on safety and security for all those
that integrate such an ecosystem, or the flexibility as a key-feature of these solutions,
just to mention a few.

The increase in efficiency is usually assigned to smart mobility as a direct conse-
quence of optimal and rational use of material resources [8]. Additionally, it also allows
valuing one of the most important resources of humankind: the time savings generated
by such efficient mobility solutions.

On what concerns safety and security, combining smart mobility infrastructures with
smart systems on vehicles are foreseen as key issues on the enhancement of active and
passive safety solutions. These aspects are even more relevant, when considering the
envisaged evolution of current vehicles to autonomous intelligent systems integrating
different levels of assisted driving [9].

Flexibility can be also considered a key dimension of smart mobility. Thus, it
is widely recognized that smart flexible transport systems positively contribute to
enhancing the efficiency and performance of mobility [10, 11].

This flexibility allows for individual drivers, public transportation passengers or
companies to choose the desired mobility solution among a large variety of alterna-
tives, selecting dedicated navigation routes, times and modes of transportation, service
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providers, or even desired payment options. This is mainly the result of integrating a
wide array of transportation modes and solutions, as well as multiple service providers
for the same, or similar ends. Thus, this flexibility translates into more comfortable and
cost-effective mobility of people and goods [12].

2.2 Sustainable Mobility

The sustainable mobility notion derives from a broader concept related to sustainable
development [1] as its main focus is to “ensure that our transport systems meet society’s
economic, social and environmental needs whilst minimizing their undesirable impacts
on the economy, society and the environment” [13].

As what was mentioned for smart mobility to be addressed in a holistic approach to
better understand all of related dimensions and perspectives, the sustainability aspects of
mobility also require a wider approach. Thus, even though the aspects of pollution and
emissions to the environment associated with transportation are of primary importance,
the strategies to pursue the objective of developing sustainable mobility solutions have
to take into account the social and economic impacts of mobility [14].

When analyzing the sustainable mobility policies promoted by governance, it is
possible to identify its focus merely on environmental protection and the reduction
of environmental impacts. Nonetheless, other combined topics have to be considered,
thus integrating the environmental aspects with the socio-economic and the technolog-
ical level. These integrate topics of air pollution, car-sharing, ecodriving, intelligent
transportation systems or taxes and incentives, just to mention a few [15].

Considering the need to evolve from the current mobility paradigm onwhat concerns
the integrated sustainability issues, a new model using concepts of transition theory has
been developed. Thus, this modelling effort relies on combining agent-based modelling
solutions with a system dynamics structure to attain a transitions model for sustainable
mobility [5, 16].

Finally, when considering all environmental economic and social dimensions of sus-
tainability, the final goal is to plan and reach a sustainable mobility paradigm based on
four types of actions, namely making the best use of technology, regulating transporta-
tion, work on planning and focus on the mobility’s user [3, 14]. Thus, great effort has
to be put towards evolving from technological innovation to societal learning to reach a
sustainable mobility paradigm [17].

3 Methodology

Qualitative research is a holistic approach to discover and understand the complex inter-
relation of facts that occur in reality [18]. Moreover, it uses inductive processes of
organizing data into categories to identify the relationships between groups of data
according to specific frameworks. Different researchers may develop distinct frame-
works to describe the same reality, as the complexity of a given phenomenon may allow
developing different views and insights around it. These frameworks also depend on
the level of detail of that research and from the active involvement of the researchers in
those real experiences [19].
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Data Collection. On what refers to the data collection techniques of current research,
the resources for the literature review and the state of the art focused on published
articles concerning smart and sustainable mobility. Some of the databases accessed
for published articles and dissertations were ScienceDirect, Google scholar, Research-
Gate and Springer. Complementary to the empirical data collected based on a dedicated
exploratory survey, this survey comprises the perceptions and points of view of repre-
sentatives of companies, associations and public sector organizations that are related to
mobility.

Data Analysis. Data analysis techniques for current research was based on coding
and processing of information using dedicated software tools. The raw data of cur-
rent research was systematically analyzed and grouped according to the research objec-
tives using clustering techniques. The data collected from the reference literature and
the survey was organized into several main categories, thus allowing for comparing
and correlating the data into dedicated categories. Subsequently, the related patterns
were identified and discussed by analyzing their inter-relationships using a clustering
technique used to process qualitative data.

Data Processing. Based on the results of the analysis techniques, the data collected and
analyzed was further processed and discussed using conceptual frameworks. Concep-
tual frameworks are graphical tools that allow linking abstract concepts to empirical data
[20]. Thus, the basic theoretical relationships and definitional issues related to mo-bility
were further discussed and systematized using conceptual frameworks. These were used
as analytical tools to organize data and highlight fundamental concepts and relations
associated with smart mobility and sustainable mobility.

4 Results and Discussion

Current research comprised two complementary steps, namely the exploratory approach
and the proposed conceptual framework.

4.1 Exploratory Approach

In the exploratory phase of current research, based on the literature survey and using
dedicated data analysis techniques, the most relevant papers for current research were
grouped and coded according to the research objectives using clustering techniques. As
a result, considering the major dimensions related to the literature findings on smart
and sustainable mobility issues, an exploratory framework was developed (Fig. 1). This
framework will be further discussed considering the main presented dimensions.

As can be observed in Fig. 1, the data collected from the reference literature and
the survey was organized and clustered into several main categories, thus allowing for
comparing and correlating the data into dedicated categories. Subsequently, the related
patterns were identified and discussed by analyzing their inter-relationships.
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Intelligent Cities. Intelligent, or Smart Cities comprise technological advances that
allow instrumenting key points of urban locations to deliver data to be used with the aim
of providing sustainable prosperity for citizens and businesses. To such end, these cities
are increasingly interconnected, thus allowing governance to collect and process data to
operationalize in real-time solutions envisaging an increase in efficiency of the overall
urban infrastructure [21]. Urban lights and traffic lights are the precursor systems used
in urban locations to improve the flow of local traffic and, thus, improve the mobility of
that location.

Fig. 1. Exploratory framework resulting from coding literature review data.

Smart Solutions. Smart devices are those that have the ability to carry-out autonomous
decisions. When integrated on a smart grid, like that of a smart city, these devices allow
for bidirectional communication between the user of that device and the grid they are
integrating [22]. This flow of data allows a dynamic control of the smart device to
improve and enhance the users experience and safety. Current micromobility solutions
integrate lightweight vehicles, such as bicycles or scooters, that improve urban mobility
as short-distance transports. These vehicles are used in distances usually shorter than 5
miles. One key feature of urban available e-bikes or e-scooters is that these can usually
be monitored and controlled in real-time using dedicated protocols that allow them to
interact with a computing and communication core at a distance [23].

Automotive Technology. Considering that micromobility only refers to lightweight
vehicles, automotive technology is a main topic that must be addressed when focus-
ing on smart mobility. Current technological advances concerning the smart mobility of
automobiles involve complex sensors and cameras. Two of these key technologies are the
Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) and the Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
technologies that can detect the environment involved, thus as drivers from monotonous
tasks or by reducing the driver stress [24]. These are intelligent and autonomous features
in modern vehicles that improve users’ experience as a life-saving automatic technology.

User Experience. When developing new products or services, the designed proposi-
tions aim at providing specific solutions for the problems felt by their end-users. Con-
versely, when considering smart-mobility solutions, these have increased chances of
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success if they use a consumer-centered approach. Thus, any new and improved tech-
nological solutions will only thrive if accepted by their end user. This is why the user
experience is so relevant for any mobility solution.

The user’s experience relates to what people need and want when using a vehicle.
As mentioned above, safety is a key feature for drivers and passengers alike when
using a vehicle. To such end, active and passive automotive safety systems focus on
improving the usability of those vehicles. Nonetheless, when considering mobility in
a holistic approach, the user’s experience exceeds the vehicle, as it allows integrating
other systems to improve the driver’s (and passengers) experience. As an example, the
ability to use a GPS (Global Positioning System) to identify the best navigation solution
(thus avoiding traffic jams, or by pointing-out a scenic route) effectively improves the
user’s journey in the vehicle. This allows for improving the vehicle users experience and
time-management. As a result, this allows achieving overall efficiency for the end-user.

Economical Concept. The above-mentioned vehicle efficiency is not a concern that
solely affects the vehicle users. All of the industry related to automotive manufacturing
and servicing, as well as insurance companies depend on vehicles efficiency and safety.
Thus, it is expected that smart mobility will promote a positive impact of both safety and
efficiency in the near future [25]. Nonetheless, many advantages can be foreseen with
the possible evolution of vehicles to include autonomous and assisted driving, these
still comprise high uncertainty and many unsolved questions regarding both human
interaction and social interaction on the road, with these new forms of driving [26].

Environmental Concerns. Environmental concerns are one of the underlying founda-
tions on vehicle development and, also, as a key driver for improving mobility. Major
efforts have been carried-out by academia and industry alike to minimize fuel consump-
tion and to use greener forms of energy. As a consequence, environmental impacts have
been significatively reduced and much effort is still being put to improve existing and
future alternatives based on smart solutions. These allow for keeping the systems on
their best usability by monitoring the vehicle use and controlling dedicated systems to
improve overall efficiency, thus minimizing the environmental impacts of vehicle use.

4.2 Complementary Survey

Based on the initial exploratory approach, data collected from the literature review
was coded using clustering techniques to derive the exploratory framework of Fig. 1.
Considering the cluster nodes of that framework, a dedicated survey was carried-out to
further discuss the insights resulting from the state of the art. In the current section, the
implications and new insights of the original framework will be discussed based on the
dedicated survey comprising the perceptions and points of view of representatives of
companies, associations and public sector organizations that are related to mobility.

Smart Mobility. Automotive technology is currently still the keystone for the mobility
in urban areas. Even though increased effort has been put to inhibit automotive circulation
and to complement automotive vehicles by alternative mobility solutions, there are still
no short-term effective alternative solutions on sight.
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Nonetheless, micromobility solutions based on the use of small and lightweight
vehicles are foreseen as an efficient alternative to automotive vehicles in urban centers
of smart cities. These human-powered, or electric vehicles, allow for people to move in
short distances (up to 5 miles). These transportation methods are particularly relevant
for people’s mobility when used combined with public transportation solutions.

Companies rely on automotive transportation to transport goods in urban areas due to
its high flexibility of use and to the ability for customizing navigation plans to optimize
routes and navigation.

Automotive technology is strongly related to smart cities, as these vehicles will
soon be able to communicate and automatically interact with their surroundings. Thus,
increased autonomy is envisaged with autonomous or assisted driving. Nonetheless,
significant legal and ethical discussions are still needed to overcomemajor issues related
to both human interaction and social interaction on the road.

The future vehicle user’s experience is expected to improve significantly with the
envisaged solutions related to smart mobility. Different sensors are and will be further
used in vehicles to avoid collision, to detect pedestrians and cyclists and to complement
the driver vision with camera-sensing systems. These and other combined solutions will
contribute to reduce the driver’s stress by adding life-saving automatic devices.

Sustainability. In a smart city, global interconnectivity allows for a more efficient use
of resources. One example of such connectivity in smart cities is the combined use of
public transportation with the micromobility of small lightweight vehicles. This results
in less automotive vehicles traveling in cities and a significant decrease in energy con-
sumption. These combined solutions translate into increased saving on both economic
and environmental dimensions.

Also, vehicle manufacturers have made an increased effort to change the ongoing
internal combustion engine propulsion paradigm to electrified alternatives. The recent
widespreaduseof hybrid and electric vehicles are a direct result of such effort.Companies
and researchers share their perceptions towards a significant environmental sustainability
increase as a result of this vehicle electrification shift.

The use of smart grids and a holistic approach to more efficient and smart mobility
may envisage alternative solutions to themovement of people and goods. As an example,
current digital transformation with online and distance learning allows for students and
teachers to participate in classes without having to leave their homes. The same applies
to remote working or to sales pitches carried-out online and at a distance. Thus, the
less people are on the move, the more easily and efficient is the flow of vehicles for the
remaining population.

Thus, one can conclude that the greening effect on mobility works both on reduc-
ing the need for people to move, combined with the more efficient mobility of people
and goods whenever it is effectively necessary for them to move. These resource sav-
ings and decreased environmental impacts are related to several of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals [27].
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5 Summary and Discussion

The mobility of people and goods are amongst the major concerns for a more efficient
and sustainable future. Current digital revolution allowed ushering in new and improved
outlooks on the issues related to such mobility of people and goods, having recently
been coined as smart mobility.

Current research comprised two complementary steps, namely the exploratory app-
roach and the proposed conceptual framework. In the exploratory phase of research, this
study considers all major dimensions related to the literature findings combined with
the survey on current and future smart mobility. On the latter step of this study, a dedi-
cated framework was developed as presented in Fig. 2. This framework will be further
discussed considering the main presented dimensions.

Fig. 2. Conceptual framework comprising the main dimensions related to smart and sustainable
mobility.

In the proposed framework of Fig. 2, smart mobility is presented as the focal point
due to its integration ability to interact with all of the surrounding dimensions. When
observing themain nodes of the framework (identified in a blue color), it can be observed
that these are proximally located to the smart mobility focus, as none of them surpasses
the other in such holistic approach. Considering the secondary nodes, presented in a
yellow color, these refer to the secondary dimensions discussed in the previous section
of this text. As discussed above, smart solutions are an omnipresent precondition in
every smart mobility solution. User safety and increased benefits for mobility experience
contribute to the overall efficiency of smart mobility.
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To conclude, mobility efficiency directly affects the economic dimensions with a
smarter use of resources and an effective reduction in energy consumption. These com-
bined solutions translate into increased saving on both economic and environmental
dimensions. These combined effects can be coined as the greening effect of smart mobil-
ity. Finally, in a nutshell, considering all of the above, the greening effect of smart mobil-
ity allows foreseeing increased benefits not only from current electrification of transports
combined with the widespread use of smart solutions used as a holistic approach to the
mobility of people and goods.

6 Conclusions

Current exploratory research allowed developing and discussing a dedicated prospective
conceptual framework focusing on the smart and sustainable dimensions related to the
mobility. It was realized that even though the aspects of pollution and emissions to the
environment associated with transportation are of primary importance, the strategies
to pursue the objective of developing sustainable mobility solutions have to take also
into account the social and economic impacts of mobility. The main findings of this
exploratory research focused on the greening effect of smart mobility, which allowed
foreseeing increased benefits from integrating smart and sustainable solutions to improve
current mobility of people and goods.
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